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Dear Harvest Partner,                     Tele: (602) 996-3187

We have reached a point of no return. We are in the countdown to the most horrific events. One can see the Middle East raging 
in rebellion and fighting in almost every country. Most of these events are caused by rising prices, people unable to buy food and 
keep shelters. Already effecting the US, what most people don’t know is that 42% of all money spent in Washington by the 
government is borrowed money. The interest on this alone is having serious repercussions to the economy. Some economists are 
predicting the age of America is ending. A new type of world is emerging fast. The age of electronics and resources will bring 
complete control to the new coming world order; a government in complete control of every aspect of life on this planet. – I 
have a very important letter from Brother Frisby’s library. I had a great amount to bring out, but I feel this letter will fill in the 
spaces. Also these letters are posted on the world wide web and I feel like these letters will reach people that have not been in 
contact with Brother Frisby’s ministry before. Read carefully this quote from Neal Frisby.

“The world is entering a terrifying, awesome and important hour. The prophetic Scrolls have forewarned and predicted many 
events that have come to pass in our time! – Also scores of Bible prophecies have taken place too!” – “Except for the final 
outpouring, harvest message and translation, most Bible prophecies left concern and are to take place during the Tribulation 
period! – It just shows you how close the return of Jesus is!” – “It definitely seems the stage is being set for the rise of the 
charismatic leader, the Great Tribulation and the Battle of Armageddon! – Also let’s not forget the soon rising of the spell 
binding false prophet!” (Rev. 13:11-15) – “Time will bring forth incredible and a bewitching era! – The magic leader of false signs 
will eventually appear, talking to Israel with great plans and covenant!”

“In a moment I will tell of a vision concerning the Lord’s rod and the four elements, but first let us review some commonplace 
signs that are often overlooked, but are of great prophetic significance!” – Religious signs: “A warning of deceivers and deception. 
(II Tim. 3:13) – Another sign is, the apostasy falling away! (II Thess. 2:3) – The sign of the scoffers of the Second Coming that 
will not endure sound doctrine! (II Peter 3:3) – They have a form of godliness, but they are Laodicean but will be spued out!” (Rev. 
3:14-19) – “By prophecy these churches will combine into a huge super world church, looking for a strong man. They will get their 
answer in the coming of the anti-Christ who at first is of lamb-like qualities, but who later speaks as a dragon of master 
deception!” (Rev. chap. 13 – II Thess. 2:4) – International  Signs: “We are seeing war preparation and rumors of war!” (Joel 
3:9-10) – “The nations in distress and perplexity! (Luke 21:25) – Recessions, depressions and prophecy of prosperity and 
final depressions!” (Rev. 6:5-8) – Nah. 3:2-3 reveals jumping chariots (modern tanks), bright sword and glittering spear, slaying 
multitudes is laser and energy missile weapons! Notice, one horseman, it says, produced all of these corpses! It is modern warfare! 
– Also vs. 4 reveals the well favored harlot, the same as Rev. 17:5 and vs. 16 matches Nah. 3:15, her being devoured by fire!” 

THE FOUR ELEMENTS – “Years ago here I revealed in a message (a vision) – (#1) wherein the water was stirred by a rod. 
And since then we have seen some of the worst floods and sea destruction in centuries!” . . . And then (#2) “the air was disturbed. 
And we have never seen so many storms (snow), tornadoes, wind destruction! Even the wind currents changed bringing forth 
catastrophe in every direction, etc!” (#3) “The fire was kindled greatly and since then severe famine has begun to set in, in many 
parts of the world! This will finally lead to a world food shortage!” (Rev. 6:5-8) – “From the air you could see bodies on the 
ground where they had crawled out of cities. This was during the Great Tribulation! This could have been coupled with or caused 
by radiation too! But ‘before this’ (Tribulation), I saw a great wave of water representing a great salvation, healing revival. A 
mighty gathering . . . (elect) . . . and then an enormous roll of glory through the heavens representing or preparing for translation!” 
– “Mighty things are near, uniting time!” – (#4) “The earth moved greatly. And in this prophetic sign we have seen and will see 
some of the most severe earthquakes ever, all over the earth. And this will increase until the earth axis changes again in the world's 
greatest quake!” (Rev. 16:18-20)

GOD HAS ALWAYS REVEALED THE FUTURE- (Gen. 18:17-19) – “Wherein he did not hide from Abraham the 
coming destruction. And the saints of God will not be left in ignorance either! While we will not know the day or hour of His 
Second Coming, we will know the time and the season (I Thess. 5:4) through a prophet!” (Amos 3:7-8) – “In important things God 
Himself is a date setter. Let us let the Scriptures prove this!” End quote.

This month I am releasing two Special Writings called “The Last Generation” and “Jesus Said All Things Are Possible –
Mark 9:23” Also a very special DVD called “Prophetic Fullness.” (See offer below.) We are truly expanding Brother Frisby’s 
ministry reaching many people with this vital message. There is no better time to be a part of this valuable message. A prophet’s 
blessings and rewards are there for those who are helping.

        Your Brother in Christ,

All three new CD’s/Cassettes, $15.00 donation:                                               New DVD release: “Prophetic Fullness”
“The Complete Life”                                                                                           Also available: “Prophetic Times”
“Lessons of Faith”
“The Victor”                                                                                                                  ($20.00 donation each)

www.NealFrisby.com
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